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To Wim

”The brick walls are there for a reason.
(...) [They] are there to give us a chance
to show how badly we want something.

Randy Pausch





Abstract

Hybrid transmissions are characterized by their utilization of more than
one form of energy storage. They have the potential to help reduce overall fuel
consumption and vehicle emissions by providing the possibility of brake energy
recuperation and prime mover operation management. Electric hybrids and
electric vehicle drives are nowadays ubiquitous, and mechanical energy storage
in flywheel has been investigated in the past. The use of fluid power technology
with a combustion engine has also been investigated since the late 1970s, and
is frequently revisited.

Hydraulic hybridization is especially attractive for heavy vehicles with fre-
quent braking and acceleration which benefit most from fluid power compo-
nents’ high power density, typically busses, delivery or refuse vehicles, and
vehicles with existing hydraulic circuits and transmissions, such as forest and
construction machinery, but have been considered for smaller vehicles as well.

Due to the characteristic discharge profile of hydraulic energy storage, spe-
cial attention needs to be paid to control aspects in the design process to
guarantee drivability of the vehicle. In this respect, simulation models can be
of use in early design process stages for cheaper and faster evaluation of con-
cepts and designs than physical experiments and prototyping, and to generate
better understanding of the system studied. Engineering optimization aids in
the systematic exploration of a given design space, to determine limits and
potentials, evaluate trade-offs and potentially find unexpected solutions. In
the optimization of a hydraulic hybrid transmission, the integration of compo-
nent and controller design is of importance, and different strategies (sequential,
iterative, bi-level and simultaneous approaches) are conceivable, with varying
consequences for the implementation.

This thesis establishes a simulation-based optimization framework for a hy-
draulic hybrid transmission with series architecture. Component and control
parameter optimization are addressed simultaneously, using a rule-based super-
visory control strategy. The forward-facing dynamic simulation model at the
centre of the framework is built in Hopsan, a multi-disciplinary open-source tool
developed at Linköping University. The optimization is set up and conducted
for an example application of an on-road light-duty truck over standard drive
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cycles. Both results from these experiments as well as the framework itself are
studied and evaluated. Relevant design aspects, such as explicit design rela-
tions to be considered and performance requirements for more robust design,
are identified and addressed, and the optimization problem is analysed with
regard to algorithm performance and problem formulation. The final result is
an optimization framework that can be adjusted for further in-depth studies,
for example through the inclusion of additional components or optimization
objectives, and extendable for comparative analysis of different topologies, ap-
plications and problem formulations.
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Populärvetenskaplig
Sammanfattning

Hybrida transmissioner kännetecknas av att de kan lagra energi i mer
än en typ av energilager. De har potential att minska såväl total bränslef-
örbrukning som utsläpp hos vägfordon genom att möjliggöra återvinning av
bromsenergi och optimal styrning av förbränningsmotorn. Elektriska hybri-
der och elfordon är idag vanligt förekommande, och mekanisk energilagring i
svänghjul har tidigare undersökts. Likaså har användandet av hydraulik kom-
binerat med en förbränningsmotor undersökts sedan slutet av 1970-talet och
återupptas ofta.
Hydraulisk hybridisering är speciellt attraktiv för tunga fordon som bromsar

och accelererar ofta och som drar stor nytta av hydraulikkomponenternas höga
effektdensitet. Konceptet har använts för bussar, leverans- eller sopbilar och
fordon med befintliga hydraulsystem och hydrauliska transmissioner, såsom
skogs- och anläggningsmaskiner, men har också beaktats för mindre fordon.
På grund av det hydrauliska energilagrets karakteristiska urladdningsprofil

måste särskild uppmärksamhet ägnas åt regleraspekter under designprocessen.
Detta för att garantera fordonets körbarhet. Här kan simuleringsmodeller an-
vändas i tidiga stadier för att billigare och snabbare utvärdera koncept och
designer jämfört med hårdvarutester och prototyptillverkning, och för att få en
bättre förståelse för det studerade systemet. Optimering kan hjälpa till med att
systematiskt utforska av en viss designrymd, att synliggöra begränsningar och
möjligheter, att utvärdera avvägningar och att eventuellt hitta oväntade lösnin-
gar. Vid optimering av en hydraulisk hybrid är integrationen av komponent-
och reglerdesign av betydelse, och olika strategier (sekventiella, iterativa, bi-
nivå och simultana tillvägagångssätt) är möjliga med varierande konsekvenser
för implementeringen.
I denna avhandling upprättas ett simuleringsbaserat ramverk för optimering

av hydrauliska seriehybrider. Optimering av komponent- och reglerparametrar
utförs samtidigt, med hjälp av en regelbaserad styrstrategi. Den dynamiska
simuleringsmodellen i kärnan av ramverket är implementerad i Hopsan, ett
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multidisciplinärt open source-verktyg som utvecklats på Linköpings universi-
tet. Optimeringen utförs på en lätt lastbil med standardiserade körcykler som
exempelapplikation. Resultatet från såväl dessa experiment som ramverket i
sig studeras och utvärderas. Relevanta designaspekter, såsom exakta design-
relationer som ska beaktas och prestandakrav för en mer robust design, iden-
tifieras och adresseras och optimeringsproblemet analyseras med avseende på
algoritmprestanda och problemformulering. Resultatet är ett optimeringsram-
verk som kan justeras för ytterligare djupgående studier, till exempel genom
att inkludera ytterligare komponenter eller optimeringsmål, och utvidgas för
jämförande analys av olika topologier, applikationer och problemformuleringar.
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Notation

α Complex-RF(P) algorithm: reflection factor [-]

c̄v Mean specific heat capacity [J/(kg K)]

β Complex-RF(P) algorithm: randomization factor [-]

∆xi Absolute uncertainty of parameter i
(unit is parameter-dependent)

δx,i Relative uncertainty in parameter i [-]

ηhm,pm Hydro-mechanical efficiency of pump/motor [-]

ηhm,p Hydro-mechanical efficiency of pump [-]

ηvol,pm Volumetric efficiency of pump/motor [-]

ηvol,p Volumetric efficiency of pump [-]

γ Complex-RF(P) algorithm: forgetting factor [-]

ωp Break frequency for pump dynamics [rad/s]

ωidle Engine idling speed [rad/s]

ωmax Maximum engine speed [rad/s]

ωpm Break frequency for pump/motor dynamics [rad/s]

ωref Engine reference speed [rad/s]

ωtarget Target engine speed [rad/s]

ΦFE ERI on the base of objective function evaluations (fe) [bit/fe]

ΦIT ERI on the base of optimization algorithm iterations (it) [bit/it]

τacc Accumulator time constant [s]

εp Pump displacement setting [-]

εpm Pump/motor displacement setting [-]
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εx Parameter convergence criterion [-]

Aacc Accumulator surface area [m2]

cdA Effective front area of vehicle [m2]

cfr Rolling resistance coefficient [-]

Dp Pump displacement volume [m3/rev]

Dpm Pump/motor displacement volume [m3/rev]

DB∆v Deadband for acceleration-based SoC limit modulation [-]

Eacc Energy content of accumulator [J]

Esystem Total energy in system [J]

Evehicle Kinetic energy of vehicle [J]

FC Fuel consumption [g]

FCstart,ICE Diesel engine start-up fuel consumption [g]

h Heat transfer coefficient [W/(m2 K)]

Hx Information entropy in optimization parameters
(input-side entropy) [bit]

Hy Information entropy for optimization results
(output-side entropy) [bit]

JFW Engine flywheel inertia [kg m2]

K∆v Gain for acceleration-based SoC limit modulation [1/(m/s)]

mgas Gas mass in accumulator [kg]

n Number of design parameters for optimization (dimensions) [-]

Nm Number of optimization iterations or function evaluations [-]

Nm,max,IT Maximum number of optimization iterations [-]

phigh Upper static SoC pressure limit [Pa]

plow Lower static SoC pressure limit [Pa]

Popt Optimization algorithm’s success rate [m/s]

psplit Split point for SoC modulation in [plow, phigh],
expressed relatively to interval [-]

psys System pressure [Pa]
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qref Reference flow parameter for pump/motor
displacement setting reduction [m3/s]

Tamb Ambient temperature [K]

tcycle Drive cycle duration [s]

Tmax Maximum engine torque [Nm]

tstart,ICE Engine start-up time [s]

V0,acc Accumulator volume [m3]

vmax,SoC End velocity for SoC limit modulation [m/s]

vmod,ICE Upper speed limit for engine stops [m/s]

vref Reference vehicle velocity [m/s]

vveh Actual vehicle velocity [m/s]

xi Design parameter i
(unit is parameter-dependent)

xcycle Drive cycle distance [m]

xi,R Range xi,max − xi,min for parameter i
(unit is parameter-dependent)

xp,SoC Transition interval around SoC pressure limit (±xp,SoC) [Pa]

xi
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1
Introduction

In the quest to address scarce fossil resources and legal limitations on gr-
eenhouse gas emissions, both on-road and off-road vehicle application manu-
facturers and users look among other things towards hybridization of existing
transmissions as a possible solution. Hybridization combines two or more forms
of energy storage and accompanying power converters. For transmissions con-
taining a combustion engine, hybridization adds the potential for energy re-
cuperation and operating point modulation. Electric hybrids are ubiquitous,
especially for on-road vehicles, but are also receiving attention for off-road ap-
plications, and potentially serve as an intermediate stage towards purely electric
drivetrains. Hydraulic hybrid transmissions rely on a prime mover due to their
low energy density. Their benefits, however, lie in their high power density, ma-
king them especially attractive for heavy loads with frequent power transients.
Hydraulic hybridization is also of interest for off-road vehicles and machinery
with existing hydraulic circuits, and hydraulic energy storage components are
characterized by their robustness and long service life [1].

1.1 Motivation
Electric and hydraulic energy storage differ among other things in terms of their
charge and discharge behaviour: unlike their electric counterpart’s (battery’s)
voltage, a hydraulic storage component’s (accumulator’s) pressure and thus
its potential vary greatly with its State-of-Charge (SoC). This results in limi-
ted, SoC-dependent torque and thus performance. For the design of Hydraulic
Hybrid Vehicle (HHV) transmissions this can pose a challenge as the instanta-
neously available power from the hydraulic accumulator fluctuates. Through
appropriate control of the system an available performance minimum can be
maintained.
In order to optimally utilize the accumulator’s high power density, all com-
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ponents of the transmission must be properly dimensioned according to the
load profile for which the transmission is specified. Traditionally, the compo-
nent sizing of vehicle transmissions is conducted in a heuristic process primarily
aiming to achieve maximum performance requirements [2]. Hydraulic hybrid
transmissions pose a more complex problem due to the control problem of the
combination of different power sources (like any hybrid transmission), the inclu-
sion of accumulators’ discharge characteristics, and component scaling affecting
relevant component and system parameters.
One way of addressing these challenges is to evaluate designs using com-

putational tools. Simulation models of varying degrees of detail can serve to
predict relevant performance characteristics. Furthermore, numerical optimi-
zation provides the option to systematically explore a large design space. Their
integration (see e.g. [3, 4]) is useful to optimize systems while taking transient
system behaviour into account. Depending on the modelling detail, this can
lead to high computational loads, thus requiring efficient optimization methods
for satisfactory performance.

1.2 Research Aim and Research Questions
Overall, this thesis aims to explore the use of Simulation-Based Optimization
(SBO) in the design process for a Hydraulic Hybrid Vehicle transmission. The
goal is to develop a framework for the SBO, including a simulation model of
the system and an optimization routine, and study a number of its relevant
aspects in the process. More specifically, four research questions are formulated
for this thesis.

When designing a hydraulic hybrid vehicle, a large design space needs to be
explored. This can become laborious and expensive if studied on a physical
system.

RQ1: How can computational tools be used to study the feasibility of HHV
transmissions?

As a representation of the physical vehicle transmission, a simulation model
for a series hydraulic hybrid transmission is developed.

RQ2: What aspects of the system need to be modelled and studied in the
context of SBO?

The more characteristics of the transmission are to be included in the model,
the computationally heavier it becomes. This then propagates further into the
framework for design optimization.

RQ3: When using complex, i.e. computationally heavy, models, how can SBO
be used and improved upon?

2
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In an iterative process, solutions generated by the optimization framework
can, next to the vehicle design specifications, yield insights into the suitability
of both simulation model and optimization routine for the design task.

RQ4: How can the results obtained through SBO be analysed and used to
further improve the framework?

1.3 Scope
The experiments conducted target a specific on-road vehicle application with
a particular system architecture to illustrate how the SBO framework can be
used in an early design phase. Consequently, the simulation model also employs
a number of simplifying modelling assumptions. The control strategy does not
claim global optimality, but aims to provide robust system operation. From
the multitude of conceivable and relevant objectives, the optimization problem
formulation focuses on the fuel economy and driveability of the vehicle.

The model in its entirety has not been validated against a similar physical
system; loss models for the main hydraulic components are, however, based on
available measurements. Furthermore, the simulation model at the centre of the
SBO-approach can be generalized and extended to address varied design and
optimization problems, and modified to include alternative component data.

1.4 Research Method
The work in this thesis consisted of modelling and simulation of a Series Hy-
draulic Hybrid Vehicle (SHHV) transmission, the setup and execution of design
optimization experiments and the subsequent analysis of the results obtained.

The mathematical model set up is based on well-established theory for the
system components. Hydraulic component efficiency data were obtained ex-
perimentally, although not specifically for the work presented here. Simulation
models, however, provide by definition only a simplified representation of a
physical system. Consequently, they are typically used in conjunction with
real-life experiments for validation and verification (see the methodology des-
cribed in [5]). While the thesis focuses on the use of simulation models without
equivalent physical system representation (for validation), their applicability is
nonetheless evaluated within an iterative process through analysis of the re-
sults obtained (verification) (see [6] for an overview of exact definitions). In
this context, different simulation model iterations serve as working hypotheses
towards a model suitable for SBO of an HHV. Suitable refers in this context to
capturing the most relevant aspects of the system in question, subject to the
stated limitations.
The progression of the body of work itself in this thesis also illustrates an

iterative process on a higher level. With the ulterior goal of a workable fra-
mework for SBO of an HHV transmission, results from SBO of the respective
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Figure 1.1 Research method (based on [5] in combination with [7])

simulation model iteration are analysed to gain further insight into the corre-
sponding capabilities and limitations of the current SBO framework working
hypotheses (see Figure 1.1 for the entire process). This kind of iterative process
can be likened to Suh’s [7] feedback loop of design synthesis and analysis.

1.5 Research Focus and Progression in the Appen-
ded Papers

This thesis is based on five research papers, [I] - [V], which were published
in their numeric order, and preceded by papers [VI] and [VII]. Figure 1.2
illustrates their general relationship with respect to major SBO framework
development stages. The papers in the first stage, including Paper [I], are con-
cerned with pre-optimization simulation model development and limited design
parameter studies. In the first optimization stage, experiments are conducted
with a focus on optimizing transmission designs for specific usage profiles (drive
cycles) with differing characteristics. Paper [III] thereby analyses the optimi-
zation results’ robustness, and helped identify possibilities to improve on both
the optimization framework in general and specifically the simulation model in
approaching stage 3. The updated model is presented in paper [IV], and pa-
per [V] studies a number of higher-level aspects of the optimization framework.
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Each paper in itself contains updated working hypotheses for both the simula-
tion model and the design framework, and focuses on different aspects in the
analysis of the results obtained (Figure 1.3). As such, they all contribute to
the more general RQ1, and largely to RQ2. RQ3 is closely connected to effi-
cient optimization, and while the use of advanced computational infrastructure
from paper [III] on facilitates larger experiment volumes, this aspect is most
prominently addressed in paper [V]. Focus on the analysis of optimization
results (RQ4) includes sensitivity analyses (especially in paper [III], but also
in its successors) and the study of the optimization performance with special
attention to the quality of results obtained (paper [V]).

I

II

III

IV

V

Stage 1:
PRE-OPT

Stage 2:
OPT 1

Stage 3:
OPT 2

(VI)

(VII)

Figure 1.2 Organization and progression of research publications (OPT: op-
timization)
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Figure 1.3 Focus in research papers (PA: parameter analysis, OPT: optimi-
zation, OA: optimization and framework analysis)
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1.6 Contributions
The main contributions of the work presented in this thesis are

- the development of a simulation-based optimization framework, using a
forward-facing, dynamic system model for simultaneous component and
control design for a series hydraulic hybrid vehicle transmission,

- the study of the framework with regard to not only modelled system, but
also the optimization problem, including for example the formulation of
test cases and the parameterization of the system, and

- the evaluation of examples of non-gradient-based optimization methods
for simulation-based optimization of complex systems in both single- and
multi-core architectures.

In support of these, two detailed aspects have been addressed.

- The model utilizes a rule-based control strategy, which can result in harsh
transients. Considerations for the modification of a rule-based control
strategy are outlined. The effect of their inclusion in the design optimi-
zation problem is studied.

- The entropy-rate-based performance index for optimization is extended
to gain independence from a binary success criterion. An equivalent to
the information entropy in design parameters is defined to capture how
well multiple optimizations converge on a (perceived) globally optimal
solution. Both measures aid in evaluating an optimization algorithm’s
performance for noisy objective functions.
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2
Hydraulic Hybrid

Transmissions

Hybrid transmission technologies aim to improve fuel economy and re-
duce transmission emissions through intelligent use and combination of several
sources of energy and corresponding power converters. This can be achieved
through power decoupling for more efficient operation as well as the recupera-
tion of kinetic or potential energy instead of having it dissipate as heat. Hybrids
are typically classified according to their energy storage medium, the degree of
hybridization, and the integration of different technologies.

- Vehicular applications typically consider an Internal Combustion Engine
(ICE) as prime mover. Based on the secondary technology used, Hybrid
Electric Vehicles (HEVs) using batteries or super-capacitors, HHVs with
hydraulic accumulators or Mechanical Hybrid Vehicles (MHVs) with me-
chanical flywheels are distinguished. Less commonly found are electric-
hydraulic solutions (especially in forklift applications, e.g. [8, 9], but also
for other vehicles, e.g. [10, 11]).

- Hybrid drives can range from micro- to range-extending hybrids. Bet-
ween these extremes, more commonly found are mild and full hybrids:
while mild hybrids offer limited energy recuperation and consequently
provide boost power for the prime mover, e.g. at launch, full hybrids can
additionally operate, at least to a limited extent, solely on the secondary
energy source [2].

- In principle, a secondary technology can be implemented between prime
mover and application, forming a series hybrid, or in a parallel, additive
arrangement as a parallel hybrid. So-called power-split configurations
combine a series hybrid transmission with a parallel (mechanical) trans-
mission path, and may be seen as a blend of the other two.
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Hereafter, the focus will be on hydraulic hybrid transmissions, with occasio-
nal reference to HEVs where beneficial.

2.1 (Combustion-)Hydraulic Hybrid Transmissions
Hydraulic storage components (accumulators) are characterized by a higher
power density and a lower energy density than their electric counterparts [1, 12].
For vehicle applications this makes a purely hydraulic or range extending hybrid
infeasible, but becomes attractive for highly transient (high brake frequency)
and high power applications. Additional benefits are seen in the availability,
robustness and cost of components [13, 1, 14].

2.1.1 Principal Hydraulic Hybrid Architectures
Figure 2.1 illustrates the principal hydraulic hybrid transmission architectures,
wherein numerous configuration variants are possible in return. Each of the
basic architectures offers specific advantages: with a continuously variable hy-
draulic hybrid transmission connected in series between ICE and vehicle, the
engine’s operation can be entirely decoupled from the drive side to realize more
efficient operation. The parallel component arrangement maintains the highly
efficient mechanical transmission path, making it also more attractive for re-
trofitting existing drivelines, and uses hydraulically stored energy for boosting
the engine or when power requirements are extremely low. The power-split
architecture is more complex due additional couplings, typically through pla-
netary gears, and aims to combine both the series hybrid’s ICE decoupling and
the parallel hybrid’s mechanical efficiency advantages.

Series Hydraulic Hybrid Parallel Hydraulic
Hybrid

Power-Split Hydraulic
Hybrid

ICE Internal Combus�on Engine ACC Hydraulic Accumulator
HYD Hydrosta�c Transmission VEH Vehicle

ICE HYD VEH

ACC

ICE

HYD

VEH

ACC

ICE

HYD

VEH

ACC

Figure 2.1 Principal HHV transmission architectures [VII]
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2.1.2 Applications
Hydraulic hybrid transmissions have been considered for a multitude of on-
and off-road applications. Pourmovahed [15] provided an overview of early
activities, including both simulation studies and prototype development up to
the mid-1980s, which was later extended slightly by Stecki and Matheson [16].
Based on the technology characteristics, hydraulic hybridization for brake

energy recuperation is of greatest interest for heavy vehicles with frequent bra-
king and (re-)acceleration driving events. Prime examples amongst on-road
vehicles are city buses, refuse trucks and (local) delivery vehicles [1]. Indeed,
early research and development, at least partially motivated by the 1970s oil
crises, was focused on city buses, such as for example the MAN Hydro-Bus [17],
the Cumulo Brake Energy Drive developed and tested for buses and its hyd-
rostatic successor [18, 19], studies at the Technical University of Denmark (cf.
[20] with further reporting in [21]), and Mitsubishi’s buses with brake energy
recuperation [22]. Passenger vehicles have nonetheless been subject to research
activity (cf. for example [23, 24] for early examples). Based on their increa-
sed kerb weight, Sport Utility Vehicles (SUVs) are assumed to lend themselves
more easily to hybridization [25, 26]. Off-road applications considered include
medium- and heavy-duty military vehicles [27, 28, 29].
A second group of mobile systems of interest for hybridization is identified

where an existing hydraulic system meets energy recuperation potential, often
in off-road machinery such as construction and forest machinery and in material
handling applications. Many of these can also benefit from the possibility
of potential energy recuperation. Such machines include wheel loaders and
excavators (cf. e.g. [30, 31]), forest machinery (cf. Thiebes [12] for some
developments), and material handling machines (cf. for example [32, 33, 34]).

2.1.3 Commercial R&D into On-Road Hydraulic Hybrid Vehi-
cle Transmissions

In the past two decades, the exploration of hydraulic hybrid solutions regained
attention with increased focus on fuel economy due to price surges and the limi-
tation of greenhouse gas emissions. A substantial body of work was completed
at the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) with several in-
dustrial partners, presenting demonstrators for initially lighter vehicles [26] as
well as commercial delivery vehicles and medium-sized bus applications [35].

- The Hydraulic Regenerative Braking (HRB) system by Bosch-Rexroth is
available as a parallel add-on system for retrofitting mechanical transmis-
sions or as an extension to existing hydrostatic transmissions (as found
for example in lift trucks) into series hydraulic hybrid transmissions [1,
36]. The company was also involved in the development of the Peugeot
Group’s Hybrid Air, a power-split passenger vehicle concept [37], which
has since been put on hold [38].
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- With the Hydraulic Launch Assist (HLA) Eaton [39] offered a since dis-
continued [40] parallel hydraulic hybrid solution for heavy vehicles such
as refuse trucks. They have also launched a series hydraulic hybrid par-
cel delivery vehicle [41] developed in collaboration with EPA and other
partners.

- Ford had been involved with EPA in the development of hydraulic hybrid
transmissions for a light truck [35, 26], with a parallel architecture, and
SUVs (see [26] for a series hybrid, and [25] for a parallel hybrid, referred
to as Hydraulic Power Assist). Recently, Ford partnered with Lightning
Hybrids [42] to provide parallel hydraulic hybrid solutions targeted at
delivery vans and shuttle buses.

- Parker Hannifin’s RunWise system [43] follows in the tradition of the
Cumulo hydraulic bus drives. Designated an ’advanced series’ hybrid
architecture, it complements a series hydraulic hybrid transmission with
a more efficient direct mechanical drive at higher vehicle speeds.

Two manufacturers of novel, highly-efficient hydraulic machine concepts, Ar-
temis Intelligent Power Ltd and Innas B.V., have studied HHV applications
with their products. Artemis tested both a series hybrid transmission for a
mid-size luxury car [44] and parallel hybrid bus transmissions [44, 45]. Innas
[46] presented a case study for a passenger car.

2.2 Control of Hydraulic Hybrid Transmissions
Whether the potential of hybridization can be fully or sufficiently realized de-
pends not only on feasible applications [1], efficient components [35] and their
appropriate configuration, but also on the operation strategy for the hybrid
system (power- or energy management strategy). This has in recent years be-
come a focus area for research activities, and control concepts for HEVs are
often adapted for and applied to their hydraulic equivalents. Different aspects
need to be addressed: with multiple power sources available, it needs to be
determined how a vehicle’s power demand is to be met in the so-called super-
visory control strategy. For the components and subsystems of components of
the transmission, an additional lower-level control determines the individual
operating points.
Early HHV studies and concepts relied on engineering intuition to derive

implementable control strategies or look-up tables for control signals computed
offline. They include considerations of the recuperable brake energy and its
reuse as well as efficient and non-transient component operation, subject to the
instantaneous power demand (cf. e.g. [20, 47, 24, 22]). Nowadays, increased
computational power both online and offline has led to a multitude of control
approaches, which can be classified (for example) based on the optimality of
the control approach and the control and prediction horizon [48, 49]. Globally
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optimal control sequences can be obtained for fully known driving missions,
e.g. through Dynamic Programming (DP) [48]. This approach comes at the
cost of a high computational burden, and the a priori information required is
typically not implementable in real-world applications. It can, however, serve as
a benchmark for alternative approaches and to evaluate the maximum potential
of a given transmission. In contrast, heuristics, including both rule-based and
fuzzy-logic approaches (cf. [49]), yield implementable, yet suboptimal results
(cf. e.g. [13, 50]). They can, however, be tuned to closely follow optimal
control trajectories.
Other approaches include instantaneous optimization through for example

the Equivalent Consumption Minimisation strategy (cf. e.g. [51] for an HHV)
which addresses the hybrid power split with a varying information horizon,
and methods anticipating future power requirements such as Model-Predictive
Control or stochastics-based approaches (cf. e.g. [52] for the latter two stra-
tegies; [48, 49] provide extensive overviews of control strategies of HEVs and
both HEVs and HHVs, respectively).

2.3 Design of Hydraulic Hybrid Transmissions
Vehicle transmission components are typically dimensioned for their properties
to meet maximum performance requirements. This approach is also applied
to hydro-mechanical and hydraulic hybrid transmissions (see e.g. [29], and in
the context of preliminary sizing in [53]). In [54], however, a need for sizing
for sufficient power at low pressure, which leads to large systems, is raised.
Different approaches for the sizing of the hydraulic accumulator can also be
found, aiming for example to recuperate all or most of the vehicle’s kinetic
energy at maximum speed [29], or to capture a sufficient proportion of the
total braking energy during typical driving [55].
Much of the recent research on HHVs focuses on establishing an optimal

control benchmark for a given system and emulating it with real-time imple-
mentable control schemes (cf. e.g. [56]). Filipi et al. [28], however, point out
the interdependencies between design and control parameters as well as the
usage profile of an application for a concept evaluation.
To address both plant and controller, optimization strategies can be classified

as sequential, iterative, bi-level or simultaneous approaches [57, 58]. Silvas et
al. [59] provide an extensive overview of optimization frameworks for HEVs for
a wide range of applications. They also point out that these examples typically
study a fixed topology, and focus on component sizing and control design.
Filipi et al. [28] present a sequential optimization procedure with iterative

elements for a parallel hydraulic hybrid heavy truck transmission. Initially,
the transmission’s components are optimized for fuel economy subject to per-
formance constraints via multi-start sequential quadratic programming. The
control is then adjusted relative to a dynamic programming benchmark, be-
fore repeating the component sizing for the new control rules. The possibility
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to repeat the process with an entirely new system configuration should the
fuel economy target not be met is indicated. Similarly, Kim [50] conducted
optimization experiments for a light truck in a sequential fashion, first optimi-
zing the design for different topologies including a rule-based control strategy.
Optimal power management was obtained via deterministic and stochastic dy-
namic programming for a benchmark and an implementable control approach,
respectively.
Other approaches have been presented by [60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68].

Several of these address a limited number of hydraulic hybrid transmission
components in order to implement optimal control.
Both [60] and [61] optimize HHVs, series and parallel, respectively, with gene-

tic algorithms, in [60] in a modified form. The optimization problems address
five and six parameters, respectively. A number of feasibility conditions are
formulated and implemented as gene limitations as penalty to the objective
function. Four different objectives, regenerative capability, acceleration perfor-
mance as well as vehicle mass and component costs, are combined with different
focus targets for the optimization.
In [62, 63], another variant of a genetic algorithm is used for the multi-

objective optimization of a series hydraulic hybrid vehicle. [62] considers one
parameter to size engine and accumulator, and control parameters enabling
different modes of operation of the transmission. In [63], accumulator volume
and pre-charge pressure are optimized in bi-level procedure which includes the
derivation of the system’s optimal control through dynamic programming.
For a power-split hydraulic hybrid transmission, the sizing and control stra-

tegy development in [66] derives an optimal control strategy and follows up
with component resizing of hydraulic machines and gear ratios of the planetary
differential for performance requirements imposed by standard drive cycles. A
bi-level design optimization approach is realized in [64], including the same com-
ponent parameters. After evaluating the feasibility of a proposed design with
regard to driveability requirements, a reduced complexity control optimization
problem is solved. Designs are derived for different power-split architectures. A
constraint on the accumulator capacity is only addressed as a post-optimization
consideration. With a similar procedure, different hydraulic hybrid architectu-
res (Figure 2.1) are optimized [65] for a passenger vehicle, each with single and
again with two gears. The subsequent analysis including an accumulator size
limitation is coupled with dynamic programming for optimal control.
Similarly to [64], different power-split configurations with two planetary gears

are considered in [67] for a hydraulic hybrid delivery truck. The methodology
includes the elimination of candidate configurations, and then iteratively ex-
plores possible planetary gear ratios concerning mechanical feasibility and fuel
consumption through optimal control for simplified driving schedules.
Another optimization study for power-split hydraulic hybrid buses [68] also

explores different configurations for the transmission. The hydraulic compo-
nents’ sizing is not part of the sizing study. Viable design candidates are iden-
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tified and parameterized considering a non-hybrid hydro-mechanical transmis-
sion, and evaluated with an optimal control strategy obtained through dynamic
programming.
A comparative study of the different system and control optimization ap-

proaches was conducted by Uebel [53] for a parallel hydraulic hybrid wheel
loader transmission. Limited to three component-related parameters, dynamic
programming is used for control optimization in the bi-level and iterative appro-
aches, while sequential and simultaneous strategy are conducted with different
simple rule-based control schemes. The bi-level optimization with optimal con-
trol was found to result in the best solution within an acceptable time. In
the context of the particular design problem, however, rule-based control ap-
proaches gave promising results, indicating their usefulness for similar, more
complex problems.
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3
Modelling of a

Series Hydraulic
Hybrid Vehicle
Transmission

At the core of the SBO framework to be developed stands a simulation mo-
del of the system studied. Mathematical models have been used ever since early
research into HHV drivetrains was conducted (some examples are listed in [15]).
They differ among other things with regard to the level of detail as well as the
tool and its underlying simulation principle. The latter distinguishes between
backward- or forward-facing models [69]: in the backward-facing approach, a
desired vehicle performance, e.g. over a given velocity profile, is translated into
corresponding power requirements to be delivered by the transmission, utilizing
efficiency and loss maps for the components. No control signals are required.
In contrast, forward-facing models contain a driver representation, components
are operated based on control inputs and sufficient vehicle performance is not
guaranteed. Backward-facing models can typically be simulated quicker, while
the forward-facing approach can amongst others capture system dynamics and
the actual vehicle performance and the effect of a control strategy [69, 70].
Common simulation software products to model in particular HHV transmis-

sions include Matlab/Simulink [71], Advisor [72, 69, 73, 74], an analysis-focused
tool based on the former, which was developed by the National Renewable
Energy Laboratory, and Amesim [75], a commercial software for modelling
multi-domain systems. Here, the latest generation of Hopsan is used [76, 77], a
simulation tool developed at Linköping University since the late 1970s. While
originally intended for the modelling, control and simulation of fluid power
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Figure 3.1 Hopsan graphical user interface with an example SHHV simula-
tion model

systems, it also contains component libraries for multi-domain modelling and
allows users to customize and develop own components. For the particular
SBO application at hand, Hopsan offers some useful features, such as the abi-
lity to use it with both a graphical user interface (see Figure 3.1) and with
a command line interface. Furthermore, the software is freely available, and
thus independent of licensing limitations for high-volume parallel experimen-
tation. Dynamic models in Hopsan are typically one-dimensional and apply
the forward-facing simulation principle. These kinds of models can offer better
understanding of the physical system than their backward-facing counterparts
[70, 73], but require smaller simulation time steps. In principle, the use of
Transmission Line Modelling (TLM) [78] in Hopsan should, however, allow for
increased simulation performance on multi-core processors [79]; this has not
been analysed or targeted within the scope of this thesis.

As discussed in Chapter 1, the development of the simulation model was an
ongoing, iterative process over the course of the work presented in this thesis.
In the following, the model’s latest iteration is described (cf. also paper [IV]
for additional details).
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3.1 System Modelling
In the case of the hydraulic hybrid transmission to be modelled here the series
hybrid architecture was selected based on it containing a complete hydrostatic
transmission, full decoupling of ICE and vehicle and the possibility to model the
transmission without a focus on complex mechanical gearing (e.g. planetary
gearing and the associated kinematics, see e.g. [64]). SHHVs have been studied
frequently, and numerous variations of the basic topology can be found, such as
through the addition of multi-speed mechanical gearboxes between hydraulic
transmission and vehicle (see e.g. [50]), or the combination of multiple, not
necessarily equally sized pump/motor components in order to realize higher
power outtake speed and power as well as 4 × 4-operation and to increase
operational flexibility in highly efficient full displacement operation (see e.g.
[80, 46]). System layouts may also offer the possibility of direct hydrostatic
drive by disconnecting the hydraulic energy storage via a shut-off valve.

3.1.1 Series Hydraulic Hybrid Vehicle System Configuration
The system studied (cf. Figure 3.2) consists of a hydrostatic hybrid transmis-
sion, where the pump is driven by a diesel engine and one pump/motor drives
the vehicle (or is driven by it during braking). The hydraulic system modelled
as an open circuit system (see [81] for a discussion of open vs. closed circuit
solutions). The accumulator is permanently connected to the system, and no
gearing beyond the final drive ratio is considered, with the aim of reducing the
number of control decisions needed. The system contains two pressure relief
valves to protect it from excessive pressure. For the vehicle, a simple friction
brake is modelled which provides additional brake torque if the hydraulic sy-
stem’s brake capacity is exhausted. Connecting elements in the system, such as
hydraulic volumes and a mechanical link between hydraulic pump/motor and
vehicle, need to be included due to Hopsan’s underlying TLM method; they are
parameterized to affect the system as little as possible, but are otherwise ad-
dressed only in a comprehensive analysis briefly discussed in paper [III], where
they showed limited impact.
In the current layout, neither height profiles to study the vehicle’s climbing

performance (gradeability) nor reverse driving are modelled.

3.1.2 Main Series Hydraulic Hybrid Vehicle Components
The components of the SHHV transmission are modelled with lumped para-
meters. The vehicle model is one-dimensional and consider aerodynamic drag
and road friction load. The hydraulic machines’ dynamics are approximated
with a first order low-pass filter. Efficiencies for the hydraulic axial piston
machines are captured through steady-state efficiency models [82] based on
previous measurements for an in-line pump and a bent-axis motor. For the
pumping mode of the pump/motor, the measured pump efficiency is assumed,
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Figure 3.2 Basic system layout including controllers [V]

underestimating the actual efficiency. The accumulator gas is modelled with
the Benedict-Webb-Rubin equation of state (see for example [83]; alternati-
ves include the assumption of a polytropic process (e.g. in [84]) or the Soave
modification of the Redlich-Kwong equation of state [85, 86]) with nitrogen
coefficients from [87]. The accumulator’s time constant for its heat exchange
with the environment is based on the measurements in [8] for a bladder accu-
mulator.
The component for the combustion engine in the transmission is highly sim-

plified, and abandons the forward-facing modelling principle to some degree:
the component is a speed-controlled torque source, considering combustion dy-
namics according to [88], but no further details like turbocharger or starter (see
e.g. [89, 90] for more complex thermodynamic models). Efficiency considerati-
ons are captured through a Brake Specific Fuel Consumption (BSFC)-map. As
the modelled series hybrid technology is of interest for engine decoupling that
possibly includes an on/off control strategy, a time delay for engine startups of
0.5 s is modelled (see also [50]). Engine starts powered by the hydraulic system
are not considered.
For a number of system parameters (such as rolling friction coefficient, ae-

rodynamic drag coefficient, and thermodynamic constants in the accumulator
model) constant values are assumed where in reality varying degrees of variabi-
lity can be expected. It should also be noted that oil temperature is currently
not modelled in Hopsan, and consequently heat exchange between the accumu-
lator’s oil and gas is ignored.
In order to use the model in sizing studies, the effect of component size va-

riations on component and system properties needs to be taken into account.
The most important property to consider is the additional mass of the hydrau-
lic hybrid system, which can be offset somewhat if downsizing (or ’right-sizing’
[12]) of the ICE is considered. Other scaled physical properties include the ro-
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tational inertia and speed limitations of the hydraulic machines and the surface
area of the hydraulic accumulator.
For the hydraulic components, various manufacturers’ component data for

pressures up to 45 MPa were evaluated. For component scaling, the Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD) method can be applied to identify impact-full in-
dependent variables for datasets, which can, but do not necessarily correlate
with physically equivalent properties [91]. Due to the limited pressure range
and focus on single component types, SVD indicated that the data were do-
minated by one variable which could be reformulated to what is commonly
referred to as respective component size (the machine’s displacement volume
or the accumulator’s effective volume; see Appendix A.2 for an illustration of
the scaling relationships derived from component data). The relationship be-
tween hydraulic machine speed and volumetric displacement corresponds to
those found in [92, 93]. While no oil reservoir or low-pressure accumulator is
modelled, the weight of a second accumulator is considered. It should also be
noted that due to the non-existence of appropriate data for mass-manufactured
pump/motors, the component’s scaling is based on that of a bent-axis motor,
considering the more complex over-centre design through a mass surcharge.
The accumulator time constant τacc (eq. 3.1) can be expressed as a function of
the nitrogen mass mgas, the mean value of the specific heat of nitrogen c̄v, the
heat transfer coefficient h and the surrounding accumulator surface area Aacc.

τacc = mgas c̄v
h Aacc

(3.1)

While assuming constant thermodynamic coefficients and scaling Aacc, the ni-
trogen mass is estimated based on the accumulator pre-charge pressure and
size using the Beattie-Bridgeman equation due to implementation constraints.
The limited temperature and pressure range for the equation’s validity [94, 95]
are considered acceptable for accumulator pre-charge conditions.
For the diesel engine, a constant speed range is assumed, and the BSFC-map

scaled linearly. Assanis et al. [96] point out that this may yield inaccurate
results, but observe a limited impact in an optimization study. The engine
mass is estimated based on data from [74]; the inertia of moving parts from
[97] is scaled based on geometric relationships and lumped together with an
additional flywheel inertia on the hydraulic pump.

3.2 Control Strategy for Series Hydraulic Hybrid
Vehicle

In order to obtain an implementable, robust control scheme for the SHHV
transmission, a target of optimality was abandoned for a rule-based control
strategy. The basic, supervisory control principle is similar to the thermostatic
control principle in [98]: ICE and pump are operated to charge the system if the
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accumulator SoC falls below a pre-determined target level in order to maintain a
power reserve. To prevent excessively transient operation and overly frequent
engine starts, a SoC-deadband is defined. The SoC is thereby interpreted
pressure-based. In [98], the engine power out-take is modulated between a
target level and maximum rated power based on the current system SoC. Due
to the prevalent engine component model, the equivalently adapted reference
signal is instead the targeted operating speed.
For the pump displacement setting, initially maximum setting is targeted

unless it would cause the engine to stall otherwise. The limitation can be further
adjusted to target fuel minimal operation in transient between reference engine
speed levels. The pump/motor displacement is set through a PI-controller
based on targeted and current vehicle speed.
A number of modifications to the basic control concept in paper [I] have been

implemented to incorporate fuel economy-based considerations and to achieve
smoother control and improved driveability. One major motivation is that
the upper SoC pressure level can pose a limit on kinetic energy recuperable
into the accumulator. In an ideal, i.e. loss-free, hybrid system with both
sufficiently energy density of the energy storage component and power density
of power transmitting component for brake events, the total energy Esystem ≈
Evehicle + Eaccumulator should be constant.

- In the basic control scheme, two target pressure levels, phigh and plow,
describe statically the SoC deadband and operating limits triggering the
charge of the system through ICE and pump. Considering the increased
recuperable kinetic energy, phigh can be lowered with higher vehicle speed.
At the same time, an increase in plow provides more performance reserve.

To improve the responsiveness of the ICE, engine stops are abandoned
in favour of idling if not charging the system above the vehicle reference
speed vmod,ICE. vmod,ICE also marks the beginning of the reference-speed-
dependent dynamic SoC modulation. Additional describing parameters
include the upper speed limit, vmax,SoC, as well as the split point for
modulation between plow and phigh, psplit (see Figure 3.3).

Furthermore, an increased performance reserve (plow) can also be useful
when a higher acceleration demand is detected.

- The basic control strategy results in what is commonly referred to as a
’bang-bang’ control [98]. A smoother transition between different refe-
rence speed levels is introduced within the interval ±xp,SoC around the
SoC pressure limits (see Figure 3.3).

- In the open circuit configuration of the SHHV transmission, there may
be a risk of draining the system faster than the ICE and pump can re-
charge, particularly if needing to start up. A control parameter, qref , is
introduced and compared to the deviation in supply and load flow. If
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Figure 3.3 Basic SoC-based control strategy and some of the modulations
introduced. For better interpretation the SoC limits are represented as pressure
levels.

the discrepancy becomes too large, the maximum allowed pump/motor
displacement setting is reduced.

- Finally, during transition between different target operating speeds
points, the pump load can undesirably slow down engine acceleration.
This can be addressed by lowering pump displacement accordingly when
required.
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4
Framework for

Simulation-Based
Optimization

The simulation model is embedded in a Hopsan-based optimization fra-
mework to simultaneously size the system’s main components and tune control
parameters. In relation to a typical design process, as shown for example in [53],
this integrates elements of both early and later design stages. It is, however,
to be pointed out that the overall aim of the framework is not to obtain a final
design, but to explore design options. The framework will be demonstrated
and analysed for a limited-extent design problem.
Figure 4.1 [IV] illustrates the procedure employed in the SBO framework.

Explicit Design Relations [99, 3] capture the effects the variation of design
parameters during optimization has on system properties. They are largely
captured in the scaling relationships described in Chapter 3.
Not only the simulation model, but also the entire optimization framework

can be set up in the Hopsan environment. While SBO is expected to be a com-
putationally demanding process, the fact that the software is freely available
allows for it to be used on numerous computers in parallel, for example in a
Linux cluster configuration [100].
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Figure 4.1 Simulation-based design framework [IV], based on [3]

4.1 Optimization Problem Formulation

4.1.1 Optimization Objective Function
The design of an SHHV transmission aims to fulfil a number of complex, and not
necessarily concurring design objectives imposed by various stakeholders. Some
of the quantifiable measures include fuel economy, greenhouse gas emissions,
system costs and packaging considerations, as well as performance criteria. A
vehicle’s operating limits are typically expressed as acceleration performance,
climbing ability (gradeability) and the maximum obtainable speed. Conse-
quently, the design problem poses a multi-objective optimization problem (see
e.g. [101, 102]).
For the purposes of the SBO study, the focus of the optimization will be on

the fuel consumption of the transmission. This is typically evaluated over a
predefined mission in the most general sense, commonly a given velocity profile,
a so-called drive cycle, for the vehicle to follow. Official testing procedures also
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include numerous boundary conditions for determining the fuel economy, which
will be disregarded here. Due to the forward-facing nature of the simulation
model, however, it needs to be guaranteed that the vehicle actually performs
the driving task sufficiently [70]. Absolute deviation limits as employed in [28]
(somewhat modulated in [50]) can be systematically abused; to prevent this,
the total deviation of the vehicle speed vveh from the reference drive cycle vref
is related to the total distance covered, xcycle, in the dimensionless Average
Relative Velocity Deviation (ARVD) measure to quantify the tracking.

ARVD =
∫ tcycle

t=0 |vref (t)− vveh(t)| dt
xcycle

(4.1)

where tcycle describes the total duration of the drive cycle.
The transmission’s fuel consumption over such a drive cycle needs to in-

clude, beyond what is derived from the operating points on the BSFC-map,
an estimate of the additional fuel required for ICE start-ups [103], as well as a
correction for the difference in accumulator SoC at the beginning and end of a
driving mission.
Assessing the driveability of a vehicle transmission determines whether its

power suffices for the driver demand. Such driving performance considerations
had initially been addressed by various drive cycles, including high acceleration
velocity profiles and highway velocities, individually and in combination. Later
on, additional moderate maximum driving speed and acceleration requirements
were evaluated simulation-based. Various combinations of drive cycles and
performance limits form test cases for the design optimization.
To combine the various objectives [101], instead of weighing these targets

against one another, the additional objectives to the fuel consumption are re-
formulated as constraints, and penalized if violated by a design. Furthermore,
non-permissible system operation, e.g. where the system pressure drops too
low, or a hydraulic machine’s rotational speed exceeds its limit, is penalized.

4.1.2 Design Parameters

The principal design parameters to be addressed by the optimization proce-
dure include the main components of the hydraulic hybrid transmission and
the ICE and the static SoC pressure limits (cf. also Figure 3.2). More pa-
rameters have been added, especially for refining the control strategy where
parameters were initially set based on engineering intuition. For the optimiza-
tion implementation, all parameters are considered to be continuously variable,
and for the optimization normalized relative to the corresponding parameter
range. For the parameterization, an additional penalty is introduced to ensure
plow < phigh.
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4.1.3 Optimization Problem
The design optimization problem is formulated as follows:

min f(x) = FC(x) +
s∑
l=1

Pl(x)

subject to
xi,min ≤ xi ≤ xi,max , i = 1...n
with

Pl(x) =
{
cP,l + gl(x) if constraint l violated
0 otherwise

, l ∈ {1, ..., r}

Pl(x) =
{
cP,l if constraint l violated
0 otherwise

, l ∈ {r + 1, ..., s}

(4.2)

where x is the vector containing all design parameters xi, [xi,min, xi,max]
represents the parameter limit for xi, and FC(x) is the fuel consumption of a
particular design x after completion of a particular driving mission.

4.2 Optimization Algorithm
The optimization is conducted using the Complex-RF algorithm, which falls in
the category of gradient-free direct search methods. The Complex algorithm
was originally presented by Box [104], and maintains a so-called complex of
search points, the worst of which is to be replaced by its reflection through
the remainder of potential designs. Modifications (e.g. [105]) address the re-
flection behaviour; in the Complex-RF variant [106], a random element and a
forgetting factor favouring recently obtained solutions are included. Variants of
the Complex algorithm have been successfully used for the optimization of for
example hydrostatic transmission control [82], aircraft systems [106], industrial
robots [107], and the design of hydro-mechanical transmissions [93].
The optimization algorithm is expected to provide a good compromise bet-

ween computational load and quality of results. Population-based methods are
generally considered reliable for identifying globally optimal solutions (also ob-
served for example in [108]), but take a long time to converge; for this reason,
Sun [60] combined a genetic algorithm with simulated annealing. Matheson
and Stecki [109] reported difficulties in getting the gradient-based FMINCON
method to successfully complete the optimization, and Fellini [110] pointed out
that the Complex method had proven successful in the optimization problem
provided, and handled problems with discontinuities and noise well. Filipi et al.
[28] utilized the sequential quadratic programming algorithm in combination
with a multi-start approach, distributing starting points for several separate
optimization attempts.
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The Complex-RF algorithm uses randomly distributed starting points for the
initial complex of search points as well. Furthermore, similar to the approach
in [28] optimization experiments are repeated multiple times to account for
stochastic elements introduced by both the starting points and the randomiza-
tion factor. Unlike the parallel job method presented in [111], however, each
experiment is allowed to finish independently.
The Complex-RF algorithms operates in a purely sequential fashion. In order

to use the parallel capabilities of computers, Braun and Krus [111] suggested a
number of modified approaches summarized as Complex-RFP algorithm, which
are briefly described in paper [V]. These algorithms are also tested and com-
pared to both the Complex-RF as well as a naturally parallelized population-
based Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) method (cf. [111], although here
on a more complex optimization problem). Derivative-free optimization ap-
proaches which aim to develop a representation of the objective function for
evaluation (see examples in [112, 113]) are not considered.

4.3 Optimization Performance Evaluation
In order to evaluate the performance of an optimization method, how well the
algorithm can find the optimal solution at what computational cost needs to
be captured (cf. [114], for which a number of approaches are listed for example
in [115, 116]). Here, the Entropy-Rate-Based Performance Index (ERI) [115] is
used, which is based on Shannon’s [117] information theory. The design process
is interpreted as an information-gathering process within the design space with
the aim of reducing the inherent uncertainty in n design parameter values xi
within the parameter range xi,R = xi,max − xi,min to defined limits:

δx,i = ∆xi
xi,R

≤ εx ∀i (4.3)

where ∆xi denotes the spread of parameter i, i.e. its absolute uncertainty, δx,i
is consequently its relative uncertainty, and εx the convergence criterion for all
parameters.
The information gathered is the information entropy Hx. The derivation of

its formula [115] is documented in paper [V]. The performance index Φ then
relates the information entropy Hx to an optimization effort measure Nm.

Φ(1) = H
(1)
x

Nm
=
−
∑n
i=1 log2 δx,i
Nm

= −n log2 εx
Nm

(4.4)

Nm can for example be the number of optimization iterations required to
reach the convergence criterion, or, in order to capture the total computational
load of parallelly operating optimization methods, the total number of objective
function evaluations (denoted as ΦIT and ΦFE, respectively).
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The basic performance index definition can furthermore be modified (Φ(2))
to include the probability of an optimization algorithm finding the optimal
solution, the success rate Popt [115].

Φ(2) = H
(2)
x

Nm
=
∑n
i=1H

(2)
x,i

Nm

= 1
Nm

(
(1− Popt) log2

(
1− Popt

1−
∏n
i=1 δx,i

)
+ Popt log2

(
Popt∏n
i=1 δx,i

))
= 1
Nm

(
(1− Popt) log2

(
1− Popt
1− εnx

)
+ Popt log2

(
Popt
εnx

)) (4.5)
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5
Optimization
Experiments

The SBO framework developed has been tested in a number of optimiza-
tion experiments for a particular vehicle application. This chapter will provide
an overview of the experiments conducted and the motivation behind them.
Selected results are included that illustrate the framework in use.

5.1 Vehicle Application
As case study, a vehicle of the light-duty category has been chosen (see Table
5.1 for basic vehicle data). The focus away from a passenger vehicle may allow
for more moderate performance requirements, especially when predominantly
considering urban and suburban driving conditions. The vehicle is conside-
red with half of the maximum load (calculated from the kerb weight of the
baseline vehicle) when evaluated over a deterministic drive cycle as an added
driveability requirement. Assuming the kerb weight to include a conventional
transmission, engine down-sizing considerations are based on the specification
of baseline diesel engine assumed for this vehicle. It should, however, be noted
that transmission components’ weights are not compensated for. Performance
limits for the optimization problem (eq. 4.2) are given in Table 5.2. While fuel
consumption and ARVD are evaluated for the half-loaded vehicle, the other
performance requirements are simulated under optimal conditions, i.e. with-
out load and with a fully charged accumulator.
In the design studies, a number of standard drive cycles (Figure 5.1, see [118]

for an overview) are used to evaluate driveability and fuel economy. These drive
cycles differ in duration and driving characteristics (see Table 5.3 for a summary
of data). The EPA’s Urban Dynamometer Driving Schedule (UDDS) is a ty-
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Table 5.1 Basic vehicle data

Kerb weight 1800 kg
Gross weight 3500 kg
Load considered (for drive cycles) 850 kg
Effective front area 1.3 m2

Wheel radius/final drive gear ratio 0.1 m
Rolling resistance coefficient 0.02 [-]
Default diesel engine

Maximum torque
Maximum power

367 Nm
130 kW

Table 5.2 Vehicle performance requirements

Performance requirement Limit Relevant
papers

ARVD ≤ 1.0% [II]-[V]
Maximum cruise speed 130 km/h [IV, V]
Acceleration (0 to 100 km/h) ≤ 15 s [IV, V]

pical test cycle representing suburban driving, while the New York City Cycle
(NYCC) captures aggressive inner-city accelerations. US-American highway
speeds are represented in the Highway Fuel Economy Test (HWFET), whe-
reas New European Driving Cycle (NEDC) and Worldwide harmonized Light
vehicles Test Cycle, class 3 (WLTC3) reach European speed limits as well.
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Figure 5.1 Velocity profiles for standard drive cycles
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Table 5.3 Drive cycles used for SHHV design (data from [118], WLTC3 data
from velocity profile (version 5))

Drive
cycle

Duration

[s]

Distance

[km]

Maximum
speed
[km/h]

Average
speed
[km/h]

UDDS 1369 12.0 91.2 31.6
NYCC 598 1.9 44.5 11.5
HWFET 765 16.5 96.3 77.7
NEDC 1180 11.0 120.1 33.6
WLTC3 1800 23.3 131.3 46.5

5.2 Experiment Overview
In the appended papers, a number of experiments were conducted for SHHV
design and analysis (see Table 5.4 for an overview). Initial parameter sweeps
aimed to find suitable designs for individual drive cycles (UDDS, NYCC; pa-
per [I]), with a focus on successfully fulfilling the implicit driving requirements.
In the first optimization studies [II, III], drive cycles were studied individually
and in combination for more varied performance demands. Focus was thereby
on the principal design parameters (main components and SoC pressure limits).
Subsequently, sensitivity studies were conducted to analyse the robustness of
the results obtained to various parameter and condition variations. These in-
cluded the design parameters themselves, a wide range of system parameters,
as well as the driving profiles. In the following optimization experiments [IV],
component constraints were refined and the additional acceleration and maxi-
mum driving speed requirements were included to obtain increased driveability
robustness. Based on these results [V], focus shifted further towards variations
in the optimization problem formulations, not only in the objective function but
also including design parameters considered and the optimization algorithms
applied.
In this section, selected optimization results obtained for papers [IV] and [V]

are presented. It should be noted that the results from paper [IV] have been
updated to match the baseline experiment and its results in paper [V].

5.2.1 Baseline Optimization Experiments
The variations on the optimization experiments which follow are compared to
a basic optimization task for reference. For continuity reasons, this was chosen
to be an optimization over the UDDS, including additional performance requi-
rements and component operation limits. The optimization problem contains
nine design parameters (see Table 5.5). In comparison to the principal para-
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Table 5.4 Experiments conducted in the appended papers

Paper (Optimization) experiments Analysis of optimization
results

I Parameter sweeps for
UDDS, NYCC (individually)

–

II Optimization over UDDS, NYCC
(individually and in combination,
7 parameters)

–

III Optimization over UDDS, NYCC
and HWFET
(individually and in combination,
6 parameters)

Sensitivity analyses:
design parameters,
system parameters,
drive cycle variations

IV Optimization over UDDS, NEDC
and WLTC3
(individually, 9 parameters, with
and without driving requirements)

Robustness test over non-
optimized drive cycles

V Optimization over UDDS
(9, 13 and 16 parameters)

Sensitivity analysis in
(9) design parameters

meters (see Chapter 4.1.2), this also includes the engine flywheel inertia JFW
as well as parameters for the SoC pressure modulation (psplit) and for limiting
the pump/motor displacement setting if necessary (psplit). To solve the design
problem, the sequential Complex-RF algorithm is used with parameters (see
Table 5.6) matching closely those obtained through meta-optimization by Krus
and Ölvander [115].
The results displayed in Figure 5.2 show fairly little variation in the princi-

ple design parameters, especially hydraulic pump/motor and combustion en-
gine. The lower static SoC pressure, plow, converges towards the parameter
range limits, presumably due to the dynamic modifications providing a suffi-
cient performance reserve. The parameter is not excluded from the following
experiments to maintain comparability in optimization performance. The non-
principal parameters show the greatest spread, indicating an increased robust-
ness of the model towards their variation.
Figure 5.3 illustrates the system operation of an optimized design during the

first 400 seconds of the UDDS. This part of the drive cycle includes its maximum
velocity driving event. In the acceleration around 200 s, the deviation between
reference and actual vehicle speed becomes visible, and leads to a dynamic
adjustment of plow (SoClow) and maximum power from the engine. While
the engine power does not suffice to immediately catch up with the reference
signal, the ARVD performance measure is only moderately affected. During the
high-speed driving event the modulated upper state-of-charge limit can also be
observed, as well as the prevented engine shutdown due to the current vehicle
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Table 5.5 Design parameters for baseline optimization problem

Parameter Symbol Unit Lower
Limit

Upper
Limit

Pump displacement Dp cm3/rev 25 250
Pump/motor displacement Dpm cm3/rev 25 250
Engine flywheel inertia JFW kg m2 0.001 1
Upper static state-of-charge

pressure
phigh MPa 15.0 45.0

Lower static state-of-charge
pressure

plow MPa 12.5 44.0a

High-speed target pressure
(relative between phigh
and plow)

psplit – 0.0 1.0

Reference flow parameter for
pump/motor displacement
setting reduction

qref m3/s 0.001 0.05

Maximum engine torque Tmax Nm 75 400
Accumulator volume V0,acc 10-3 m3 10 100
a An additional condition ensures a minimum (static) state-of-charge
pressure difference of (phigh - plow) ≥ 5 · 106 Pa.

Table 5.6 Parameters for Complex-RF algorithm for an n-dimensional pro-
blem

Parameter Name Parameter Value
Maximum number of iterations Nm,max,IT 4000
Number of search points 2n
Reflection factor α 1.3
Randomization factor β 0.3
Forgetting factor γ 0.3
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Figure 5.2 Spread of design parameters in resulting designs and ob-
jective function value from baseline optimization (25 independent optimizations,
UDDS). All runs finished due to convergence in parameter values. [V]

velocity (> vmod,ICE).
The hybridization of a transmission aims to recuperate as much as possible

of the kinetic energy during braking into the energy storage device. In Figure
5.4 it can be seen how the accumulator captures the energy from moderate
vehicle speeds minus losses during the braking phase, keeping the total energy
in the system close to constant (e.g. between 100 and 200 s in Figure 5.4). The
kinetic energy from the maximum velocity, however, cannot be recuperated:
the design optimization lead to a smaller accumulator than necessary for that,
based on the drive cycle characteristics (see Figure 5.1 and Table 5.3 as well
as the discussion in Chapter 2.3). The kinetic energy in the engine flywheel is
negligible.

5.2.2 Variation: Drive Cycles for Optimization
While the performance requirements included in the objective function can
ensure driveability under certain conditions and within specified limits, the
optimized design will nonetheless depend heavily on the drive cycle used to
evaluate fuel consumption and ARVD. Three different drive cycles are studied:
UDDS, NEDC and WLTC3 (Figure 5.5). Again, the non-principal design pa-
rameters are characterized by wide spreads and far outliers. Pump/motor size
and lower static SoC pressure limit show little variation, indicating that the hy-
draulic component’s sizing may be dominated by the drive-cycle-independent
performance requirements. For each drive cycle, the ICE is again similarly si-
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zed, but between the different solution groups there are differences. A similar,
less pronounced, effect can be observed for the hydraulic accumulator, especi-
ally in NEDC. In the UDDS, comparably larger accumulators indicate this test
case benefiting more from the possibility for energy recuperation.
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Table 5.7 Design parameters for optimization problem of increased problem
dimensionality

Parameter Symbol Unit Lower
Limit

Upper
Limit

Default
Value

CP1 vmax,SoC km/h 100 150 130
CP2 vmod,ICE km/h 30 80 50
CP3 DB∆v - 0 3 0.1
CP4 K∆v 1/(m/s) 0 3 0.6

5.2.3 Variation: Problem Dimensionality for Optimization
The baseline experiment addresses three additional design parameters beyond
the stated principal design parameters. The simulation model, however, con-
tains numerous parameters that are set without comprehensive analysis. Their
inclusion in the optimization problem may lead to improved solutions compa-
red to the baseline case but may at the same time require more optimization
iterations to converge.
To illustrate the effects of an increased design space by means of increased

problem dimensionality, four additional design parameters, CP1 - CP4 (see
Table 5.7), are added to the baseline parameter set in paper [V]. vmod,ICE
(CP2) describes the vehicle reference speed from which on ICE shutdown is
prevented in favour of idling. The other parameters concern the SoC pressure
modulation: vmax,SoC (CP1) is the limit for the speed-dependent adjustment,
whereas CP3 and CP4 adjust the impact of the instantaneous acceleration
demand on the dynamic lower SoC limit. The maximum number of iterations,
Nm,max,IT, is increased to 7000 to ensure convergence.
Including more control parameters in the SHHV design optimization yields

an objective function value improved by approximately 6 % (Figure 5.6). The
added parameters modulate the control strategy and thus the accumulator
charge profile. Most affected is the upper static SoC pressure limit which
shows a wider spread, and consequently the hydraulic pump, which needs to
be capable of delivering said charge. With the modulation, a larger accumulator
maintains an energy recuperation reserve. The added control parameters, with
the exception of CP3’s interquartile range, show large spreads; the best design’s
parameters appear to deviate considerably from the ones previously set.
A further extension of the design space, including the SoC transition interval,

a pump displacement setting modulation during ICE acceleration, and the
engine target speed under normal charging, did not yield further improvement
in fuel economy (see paper [V]).
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5.2.4 Variation: Optimization Algorithms for Series Hydraulic
Hybrid Design

Previously, Braun and Krus [111] had introduced parallel implementations for
the Complex-RF algorithm, and tested these over mathematical test functi-
ons and a small-scale simulation model. The tests are repeated with the SHHV
model, including one implementation of the PSO for comparison, with the opti-
mization parameters matching those from [111] (Table 5.8), with the exception
of the slightly higher forgetting factor, which was shown to have limited im-
pact (see paper [V]). Appendix A.1 gives an overview over the computational
hardware used for the different algorithms.
Due to the spread in solutions observed in the baseline scenario (see Figure

5.2), the performance index (eq. 4.4, 4.5) has been modified to circumvent an
arbitrarily set success rate, and rather take into account all m solutions (see
[V] for the detailed motivation and derivation):

Φ(3) = H
(3)
x

Nm
=

∑m
j=1

(
1
m log2

(
1/m∏n

i=1
δ∗

x,i,j

))
Nm

with

δ∗x,i,j =
{

2 |xi,j − xi,j∗ | /∆xi,R if j 6= j∗

εx if j = j∗ or 2 |xi,j − xi,j∗ | ≤ εx

(5.1)

The index j thereby refers to one optimization, j∗ the optimization yielding
the best solution.
To characterize the spread in the objective function values f(x) of all solu-

tions, an equivalent output-side entropy Hy is defined ([V]) as

Hy =
m∑
j=1

Hy,j = −
m∑
j=1

log2

(
f(x)j
f(x)j∗

− 1
)

(5.2)

Table 5.9 summarises the results for the baseline case, various Complex-
RFP implementations with two or four parallel threads, as well as results for
the PSO algorithm. Φ(3) and Hy are thereby calculated with respect to the
global optimum obtained through the population-based optimization method.
The results show that while PSO leads to the most converged objective

function values (Hy), it is outperformed by the sequential and parallel Complex-
RF implementations, in particular due to the high number of function evalua-
tions required (see also Figure 5.7).
The distinction between Φ(3)

IT and Φ(3)
FE illustrates the effect of parallelization,

i.e. when a sufficient number of parallel threads are available for a parallelized
optimization algorithm. It should be noted that if high-end computers with
sufficient parallel capability are available, the PSO performance may be more
acceptable.
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respective best final solution (dotted lines indicate the worst value, start and
end points are marked)
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6
Discussion

The design of hydraulic hybrid transmissions is a complex endeavour. Ad-
ditional degrees of freedom and numerous potential advantages offer opportu-
nities for design decisions which need to be made while considering a multitude
of interactions and consequences. Computational tools like simulation models
and numerical optimization, even combined to simulation-based optimization
(SBO), can be useful tools to support the design process.

Alternative transmission technologies, like hybrid instead of conventional
drivelines, hydraulic hybrid instead of hybrid electric transmissions, or entirely
new solutions gain traction by offering one or several advantages over the tradi-
tional candidates. Therefore, during the design decision process comparable sy-
stem representations are needed, whether physical prototypes, or trustworthy,
i.e. validated, models of the candidate systems in question. A validation of
the complete simulation model has not been conducted for this thesis. For
the main hydraulic components, however, the models are based on established
knowledge and have furthermore been validated separately. The system model
has been, through the optimization experiments, subjected to extensive tests
aiding in identifying and rectifying major weaknesses.

For a fair comparison for a given application, each solution needs to be repre-
sented at their peak performance. For HHVs this includes topology selection,
detailed configuration, selection of appropriate components and their sizing,
and close (enough) to optimal control. Many of these aspects are typically
decided based on engineering intuition. While a comprehensive comparison is
costly, computational tools can at the very least provide valuable support, es-
pecially if they offer modular properties [119], e.g. to study different topologies
and configurations. The optimization framework presented in this thesis aims
to optimize both component sizes and control strategy. While a rule-based
control approach does not guarantee globally optimal operation, it is directly
implementable, and its use when simultaneously addressing components and
control limits the complexity and computational load of the optimization pro-
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blem compared to e.g. dynamic programming approaches.
To give close to full information, an analysis needs to capture, quantify and

normalize all relevant aspects of comparison. Fuel economy and driveability
are typically in focus when it comes to transmissions, and the consequences of
component scaling including limitations need to be captured. Fuel consump-
tion, and partially driving performance, were evaluated based on standard drive
cycles. While ensuring comparability of test results, their deterministic nature
and lack of real-life aspects such as road grade limit the meaningfulness of the
results. The drive cycles’ representativeness for actual driving conditions is re-
levant to ensure robustness and prevent sub-optimality of vehicle designs [120];
while they are commonly used for design and evaluation, adaption to changing
driving conditions is needed to maintain representativeness. The impact of
using different drive cycles in the design process is illustrated in various opti-
mization experiments. In papers [II] and [III], several drive cycles are studied in
combination with respect to fuel consumption and driving performance as dic-
tated by the velocity profile. Papers [IV] and [V] focus on performance aspects,
evaluating fuel economy over single drive cycles, while establishing additional
performance requirements.
Beyond the objectives mentioned so far, an evaluation can include greenhouse

gas emissions (see e.g. [121, 122]), system and operating cost (see e.g. [35, 123]),
packaging considerations (see e.g. [124]), and also qualitative aspects such
as the driver experience (discussed for example in [43, 84]). The framework
presented here does not address these aspects, it can, however, be extended to
include both simulated and statically evaluated additional constraints.
Even if all data for all of the aspects above is given, a simulation model cap-

turing every detail becomes too heavy to manage. Between backward-facing
quasi-static and forward-facing dynamic models of varying detail, the challenge
is to establish the appropriate form to represent the information and knowledge
available, and to develop, synthesize and ultimately evaluate it further. Either
type can also fulfil supportive functions to the other, e.g. by providing bench-
marks for control strategy evaluation or an implementation environment.
For SBO, next to a suitably accurate simulation model, the optimization

procedure needs to be configured appropriately. This includes the optimiza-
tion objective (see above), various aspects of design parameterization (selection
of parameters, continuous, mixed or discrete definition, range, uncertainty,
etc.) and an algorithm appropriate for the simulation model, optimization
problem formulation, computational infrastructure and desired level of optimi-
zation accuracy and performance. A possibility to consider is that multi-level
optimizations (see e.g. [28]) allow contrasting approaches to be combined or
may help to improve optimization efficiency.
Once optimization results have been obtained, they open possibilities for

further analysis and insight. Preliminary optimization studies can be useful in
SBO to verify optimization results with respect to both simulation model and
problem formulation, and can help to identify and explore trade-offs. Analysis
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of results can help estimate the impact of singular modelling and design de-
cisions (see Appendix A.3 for some example concerning system parameters),
but also identify less obvious correlations. SVD could, for example, be used to
identify higher-level relationships between intuitive design parameters, enabling
simplification of future design studies.
Computational tools and the results they produce provide numerous oppor-

tunities for the design process. They require, however, intelligent management,
e.g. of data utilized and produced, especially with further increasing computa-
tional power.
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7
Conclusions

This thesis presented a Simulation-Based Optimization framework for an
Series Hydraulic Hybrid Vehicle application, and its utilization for exploring
various aspects of the design optimization. A dynamic simulation model of the
hydraulic hybrid transmission was set up in Hopsan to capture and evaluate the
driveability and fuel economy of a given design. The model uses a rule-based
control strategy, which has been modulated to provide smoother operation than
its ’bang-bang’ origin. Through simultaneous Simulation-Based Optimization
of component sizing and control parameters an optimization algorithm is tasked
with finding the best trade-off between all design parameters considered.
The thesis in its entirety illustrates the development of the Simulation-Based

Optimization framework through various stages, exploring and evaluating pos-
sibilities to achieve desired properties for the optimized design. Choices made
for the framework itself are also assessed. A high volume of optimization expe-
riments for evaluating optimization under a test case heavier than typical test
functions is thereby enabled by a Linux cluster infrastructure, capitalizing on
some of the simulation tool’s particular features.
The work presented contributes to the research questions as follows.

RQ1: How can computational tools be used to study the feasibility of HHV
transmissions?

In hydraulic hybrid transmissions, the State-of-Charge of the hydraulic accumu-
lator determines both the reserve for the available power and for the recupera-
tion of kinetic energy. Due to this relationship, the system needs an appropriate
control strategy to guarantee driveability. Forward-facing dynamic simulation
helps evaluate whether a particular system can deliver a required performance
with the variable power source of the accumulator. Through simulation-based
optimization, design parameters can be evaluated systematically where manual
approaches require interconnected assumptions.
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RQ2: What aspects of the system need to be modelled and studied in the
context of Simulation-Based Optimization?

Next to the system model itself, a forward-facing simulation model requires
among other things a driver model, and for evaluating driving missions a me-
asure quantifying that driving performance. To capture effects of Simulation-
Based Optimization, especially of component sizes, numerous scaling relations-
hips, in particular for the system components, need to be included to adequately
capture sizing effects.
For simultaneous component and control optimization, the control strategy

needs to be simple enough to be characterized by few parameters, but at the
same time guarantee satisfactory performance for driving and operation. In
the context of the optimization it is relevant to identify the most important
parameters to optimize. Seemingly less important parameters can, however,
affect performance if not addressed appropriately.

RQ3: When using complex, i.e. computationally heavy, models, how can
Simulation-Based Optimization be used and improved upon?

Simulation models capturing numerous system details and studying various
relevant aspects easily become complex. For use in Simulation-Based Opti-
mization it is therefore important to utilize well-performing, i.e. robust and
’fast’, algorithms to address the optimization problem. The Simulation-Based
Optimization is aided further by making use of multi-threaded computational
infrastructure. Especially when an accurate solution, i.e. a global optimum,
is not of the highest priority, for example due to already established uncer-
tainties, there are optimization methods to handle the computational burden
within acceptable time constraints.

RQ4: How can the results obtained through Simulation-Based Optimization
be analysed and used to further improve the framework?

Solutions from numerical optimizations are extremely precise but seldom overly
robust. Corresponding analyses can therefore aid in identifying the most sen-
sitive aspects and parameters of a solution and the underlying model including
its assumptions as well as the most challenging requirements. Simulation-Based
Optimization can even yield improbable solutions, where an algorithm identi-
fies unaddressed ’loopholes’ in a model or problem formulation, and provide
information for an iterative model development process.
Not only the design parameter values obtained, system parameters or con-

straint limits set are relevant to study, but also other framework aspects, inclu-
ding problem dimensionality, problem formulation and optimization algorithm
applied. Based on these, the overall performance of the Simulation-Based Opti-
mization framework, both computationally and with regard to the information
gathered, can be developed further.
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8
Review of Papers

Paper I
System Parameter Study for a Light-Weight Series Hydraulic
Hybrid Vehicle
This paper illustrates the starting point for SBO considerations. The simulation
model contains a simple accumulator model with an unscaled time constant
and a simple torque source to emulate a diesel engine. Only the effect of the
scaling of the hydraulic components on the total system mass is considered
through linear functions. The supervisory control of diesel engine and pump
is an SoC-based ’bang-bang’ strategy, aiming to achieve constant operation of
the engine at its ’sweet spot’. Due to the lack of a BSFC-map for the diesel
engine, abstract energy considerations are used to estimate the efficiency of the
SHHV transmission.
The baseline design is selected based on simple feasibility tests over two drive

cycles (UDDS and NYCC). Variations of several control parameters are studied
through single and multiple parameter sweeps, namely the engine operating
points, and the SoC-pressure levels. Variation of the maximum system pressure
is considered, but without its effect on component properties.
By demonstrating the complexity of improving on the baseline design ma-

nually, the paper illustrates that the framework can benefit from the use of
numerical optimization to address multiple design parameters simultaneously.
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Paper II
Design Study and Parameter Optimization for a Light-Weight
Series Hydraulic Hybrid Vehicle
Here, the model has been extended to gauge the diesel engine’s fuel consump-
tion based on a BSFC-map, and to consider a speed-dependent Wide Open
Throttle (WOT) curve. The control of the hydraulic pump and the diesel en-
gine has been modified to move away from a single operating point. Instead,
operation along the path of least fuel consumption is targeted in transition
between SoC limits, while aiming for full pump displacement without stalling
the engine in doing so.
The first sets of optimization experiments are conducted using the Complex-

RF algorithm, initially addressing UDDS and NYCC individually. Next, the
drive cycles are considered simultaneously to move away from one determinis-
tic drive cycle, and to provide additional implicit performance requirements.
The results illustrate how the optimization algorithm converges on different
solutions. The information-entropy-rate-based performance index is applied in
its basic form to compare the optimization problem’s complexity to that of a
unimodal hump.

Paper III
Aspects of Parameter Sensitivity for Series Hydraulic Hybrid
Light-Weight Duty Vehicle Design
The simulation model for this paper has been extended among other things
with component scaling relationships addressing not only the impact on the
system mass, but also additional component properties. The control strategies
are slightly modified with the aim of reducing pump/motor displacement when
the pressure level drops too fast before the diesel engine and pump recharge
the system to the operating pressure range, and to modulate the SoC-limits
depending on the current drive speed linearly.
The optimization addresses three standard drive cycles (UDDS, NYCC and

HWFET) individually and in combinations. The optimization experiments
are conducted using a remote simulation framework, which allows multiple
experiments to be run in parallel. Several sensitivity aspects are studied, in
the optimized parameters, otherwise constant system parameters, as well as
variations in the drive cycles with regard to the order of the driving events.
Sensitivity analysis is not dealt with to its maximum extent; the considerati-

ons rather serve to illustrate that it is a useful tool for studying the optimization
results and to question parametric assumptions from the modelling phase. It
can help to identify both more and less important parameters, potential mo-
delling issues, and future considerations to include in the simulation model and
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optimization problem.

Paper IV

Framework for Simulation-Based Simultaneous System Opti-
mization for a Series Hydraulic Hybrid Vehicle
The paper’s simulation model includes both refined and updated diesel engine
and accumulator component models and updated component scaling relati-
onships. The rule-based control strategy has been extended to reduce control
signal discontinuities and improve diesel engine availability and the previous
modifications have been updated so that they can be described by one design
parameter, each.
The formulation of the optimization problem also includes engine startup

considerations, addresses the final accumulator SoC-level and penalizes inad-
missible parameter constellations as well as hydraulic system failure conditions.
The optimization focuses on three standard drive cycles (UDDS, NEDC and
WLTC3) which are typically used to estimate a vehicle fuel’s economy. In some
of the experiments, moderate maximum velocity and acceleration performance
requirements are also simulated and considered to aim for designs with more
robust driveability, which is evaluated over the other drive cycles.
With the minor exception of a speed-reducing gear mentioned in the following

paper, this paper marks the final iteration of the SBO framework’s model within
the scope of this thesis.

Paper V

Optimization Method Evaluation for Simulation-Based Control
and Component Parameter Design of a Series Hydraulic Hybrid
Vehicle
In the SHHV model, a mismatch of diesel engine and hydraulic pump speed is
addressed through a lossless gear, leading to larger pumps in the optimization
results.
The focus is shifted from various test conditions for the simulated vehicle

(drive cycles and performance requirements) to the optimization algorithm ap-
plied and the problem formulation in terms of optimization parameter selection.
Parallel implementations of the Complex-RF algorithm and a PSO algorithm
are tested, and two performance indices are adapted for the optimization pro-
blem’s complex results. The inclusion of previously constant control parame-
ters in the design space can yield improved optimization results at increased
computational cost. A final sensitivity analysis illustrates, as with previous
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results, how certain, especially control-related, design parameters are fairly
robust against small variations.
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Appendices

A.1 Specifications of Optimization Computers
In order to obtain representative results and to address stochastic elements of
the algorithm, optimization experiments were repeated multiple times. From
paper [III] on, optimizations were conducted on a Linux-based computer clus-
ter. While these computers’ performance was sufficient for sequential and paral-
lel implementations of the Complex-RF algorithm, for the use of a population-
based method further modifications would have been required to handle the
load. Instead, a desktop computer specifically set up for optimization expe-
riments was used. For comparison, some of the computers’ specifications are
listed in Table A.1, and to provide a reference a standard personal laptop
computer is included. To better illustrate the computers’ performance, the
simulation time required for the baseline model from paper [V], i.e. for simula-
tion over the UDDS while also evaluating the simulation-based performance
requirements, using the Hopsan Command Line Interface is included.
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Table A.1 Computers utilized for optimization experiments in paper [V]

Computer Use case Specifications Simulation time
reference model

Cluster
nodes

Complex-RF
and -RFP
optimization

Intel R© CoreTM 2
Duo CPU
E8500
@ 3.16 GHz
(2 cores, 2 threads)

4 GB RAM
Ubuntu 14.04.4

36 s

Desktop
computer

PSO Intel R© Xeon R© CPU
E5-2623 v3
@ 3.00 GHz
(4 cores, 8 threads)

128 GB RAM
Windows 10

21 s

Laptop
computer

Sensitivity
analysis

Reference

Intel R© CoreTM CPU
i5-2410M
@ 2.30 GHz
(2 cores, 4 threads)

4 GB RAM
Windows 7

36 s
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A.2 Component Scaling
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Figure A.1 Scaling relationships for main system components, including
trendlines for component data, and SVD-derived relationships for the hydraulic
components. In the model, the mass of the bent-axis motor is increased by 25
% to account for a more complex design of a pump/motor component.
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A.3 System Parameter Sensitivities
During modelling, numerous assumptions are made for parameters values, con-
cerning among other things the target application, the operating conditions and
component characteristics. By analysing the results obtained through optimi-
zation with respect to such parameters (here referred to as system parameters),
their impact on the optimization objectives can be examined. This can give
insight into potential areas of interest for further exploration, indicate limita-
tions to for example the application addressed as well as the design problem
formulation, and illustrate the range of applicability for the results obtained.
A selection of parameters is listed in Table A.2, considering wide parameter

ranges.
Figure A.2 illustrates the impact of the parameter variations for an opti-

mized design on both fuel consumption and ARVD, as well as the number of

Table A.2 System parameters for sensitivity considerations

Parameter Default
Value

Parameter Values

Accumulator time
constant (pre-
scaling), τacc

90 s 90 s * {0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.25, 1.5}

Start-up fuel
consumption,
FCstart,ICE

FCstart,0
a FCstart,0 * {0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0,...

1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2}

Engine start-up
time, tstart,ICE

0.5 s 0.5 s * {0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.25, 1.5}

Effective front
area, cdA

1.3 m2 1.3 m2 * {0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.25, 1.5}

Rolling resistance
coeffcient, cfr

0.02 0.02 * {0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.25, 1.5}

Ambient temperature,
Tamb

298.15 K {263.15, 273.15, 283.215, 293.15,...
303.15} K

Break frequencies for
hydraulic machines’
dynamics, ωp, ωpm

50 rad/s {10, 25, 50, 75, 100} rad/s

Hydraulic machines’
efficiencies, ηvol,p,
ηhm,p, ηvol,pm,
ηhm,pm

variable {0.9, 0.925, 0.95, 0.975, 1.0}

a By default, the fuel consumption at engine start-up is assumed to be
equivalent to that of 10 s idling operation [103].
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Figure A.2 Sensitivity of fuel consumption and ARVD to system parameter
variation for best design from nine parameter baseline optimization (dashed lines
represent original design’s fuel consumption and ARVD). Also indicated is if any
and how many constraints are violated by the variation.

constraints violated in each case. The sensitivity, in particular in constraints,
indicates that these have a considerable impact on the solution converged upon
during the optimization.
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